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these requests to determine the mate-
rial’s releasability. 

(c) Accountable forms. The unit receiv-
ing the request will return it to the re-
quester stating that the Air Force 
stringently controls these forms and 
cannot release them to unauthorized 
personnel since their misuse could 
jeopardize Department of Defense secu-
rity or could result in fraudulent finan-
cial gain or claims against the govern-
ment. 

(d) Storage safeguard forms. The unit 
receiving these requests returns them 
to the requesters stating that the Air 
Force specially controls these forms 
and that they are not releasable out-
side the Department of Defense since 
they could be put to unauthorized or 
fraudulent use. 

(e) Limited (L) distribution items are 
not releasable outside the Department 
of Defense without special review ac-
cording to AFR 700–6. Units receiving 
these requests should refer them to the 
SCS manager shown in the index or on 
the cover of the publications. Advise 
the requesters of the referral. 

(f) Items with restrictive distribution ca-
veats. Some publications have restric-
tive distribution caveats on the cover. 
Follow the instructions stated and ad-
vise the requesters of the referral. 

§ 807.4 Availability and nonavailability 
of stock. 

(a) Limit quantities furnished so that 
stock levels required for operational 
Air Force support are not jeopardized. 

(b) If the item is not available from 
publishing distribution office (PDO) 
stock, obtain it from the Air Force 
Publishing Distribution Center. If the 
item is under revision, advise the re-
quester that it is being revised and 
that no stock is available. 

(c) If stocks are not available and the 
item is being reprinted, advise the re-
quester that stocks are expected to be 
available in 90 calendar days and to re-
submit at that time. 

§ 807.5 Processing requests. 
Payment is required before shipping 

the requested material. Payment must 
be by check or money order. 

(a) Upon receipt of the request, deter-
mine the cost involved and request the 
material. 

(b) Upon receipt of the item, advise 
the requester to resubmit the required 
payment and send the material after 
payment is received. 

(c) If the material cannot be ob-
tained, advise the requester of the rea-
son. 

§ 807.6 Depositing payments. 

Obtain instructions from the local 
Accounting and Finance Office regard-
ing how checks or money orders must 
be prepared and required procedures for 
depositing them. 
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POLICY, CIVIL DISTURBANCE 
INTERVENTION AND DISASTER 
ASSISTANCE 
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809a.1 Random installation entry point 
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809a.3 Unauthorized entry. 
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AUTHORITY: 10 U.S.C. 332 and 333. 

SOURCE: 67 FR 13718, Mar. 26, 2002, unless 
otherwise noted. 

§ 809a.0 Purpose. 

This part prescribes the commanders’ 
authority for enforcing order within or 
near Air Force installations under 
their jurisdiction and controlling entry 
to those installations. It provides guid-
ance for use of military personnel in 
controlling civil disturbances and in 
supporting disaster relief operations. 
This part applies to installations in the 
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